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to get sick, become ill
v
.


















talk about (impf; post-radical CM)
v

































I am, she says
v
.






















































































































he is, he says
v
.





































































I am, he says
v
.
















































3S.ERG / that one
pers










































3S.NOM / that one
pers




































































































he is, he says
v
.





















































3S.ERG / that one
pers



























































 for (which requires dative and transformative cases).
post
 for (which requires dative and transformative cases).
post
.


























































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers





























































love, want (preradical CM)
v


















































love, want (preradical CM)
v




























































































plural (IMP verb or if 1PL.INCL follows verb)
v:Any




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for me to learn B
v
.























































































3S.NOM / that one
pers






























3S.NOM / that one
pers

































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers



















































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers





deserved, fair, honest, good
adj















he is, he says
v
.




































































































































made B get up
v
.






























by force, under compulsion
adv







































































































































































3PL.ERG / those ones
pers































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers
















































ERG.S for humans and nouns ending in /o/ or /u/
n:Any












3S.NOM / that one
pers























































































































































































































































Free  Mairam invited you as a guest. (00:19:54.621 - 00:19:56.884; 00:19:57.708 - 00:19:59.899; 00:19:57.708 -











































































































































































































































































while, whilst, till, untill.
conn




































































































make stand, stop, pull up, hire, pose (+postradical CM)
v
.



































































make stand, stop, pull up, hire, pose (+postradical CM)
v
.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers














































3S.NOM / that one
pers

















































































































































you (M) will catch a cold
v
.




































































































because of, for x's sake (+DAT)
post





































































































































3S.ERG / that one
pers
































3S.ERG / that one
pers









































































Free  (S)he is playing the drum, because the guests want to dance. (00:26:55.876 - 00:26:58.782; 00:27:02.103 -
00:27:04.945)
